
ARK Plate XAMAN XL Instructions 
  

The Ti Project will not be held liable for any user injury or mistake made while recording your recovery phrase onto any ARK Plate Product. 
 

 

1) Using a pencil, write down your 8 groups of 6-digit recovery numbers onto the illustration on the rear side of this page in the order it was 
assigned to you in the 6 DIGIT # Column. Confirm that all your numbers are correct and are in the right order.  

2) Convert your 6 DIGIT #'s into dots on the illustration of your ARK Plate XAMAN XL to the right of your numbers. Confirm that all your dots 
are correctly marked, in the right order, and that they match your 6 DIGIT # Columns corresponding numbers. 

3) Copy the dot pattern you have made on the illustration on the back of this page onto your physical ARK Plate XAMAN XL using the 
included marker. Confirm that all the dots you mark with your Marker on your ARK Plate XAMAN XL match their corresponding dots on the 
paper template. If you make a mistake with the marker, you can erase the permanent ink with rubbing alcohol on a cotton swab. 

4) Place your ARK Plate XAMAN XL on top of a hard, flat, and sturdy surface such as a kitchen table. We suggest placing a cutting board 
beneath the ARK Plate to prevent damage to the surface below. DO NOT place on glass, tile, or onto any fragile or unsupported surface. 

5) Vertically place the tip of the included Knurled Center Punch into a circle on your physical ARK Plate XAMAN XL that you have marked 
with your marker. Use a hammer to lightly strike the back end of the punch to mark your selected dots. Center punch every dot you have 
marked with your marker. If you wish to deepen your marks, go back and re-punch all the marks you have made previously. 

6) Once you have finished, do a reverse conversion of the dots on your physical ARK Plate XAMAN XL into their respective numbers on a 
blank piece of paper and confirm that they match your original recovery numbers. This is the same process you will follow to recover your 
recovery phrase in the event you lose access to your wallet. If your numbers do not match your original recovery numbers, you have made 
a mistake and your ARK Plate should not be considered valid for recovery purposes. To permanently destroy your ARK Plate, mark at 
least 3 more dots on each line at random with your marker, and center punch those dots. 

ARK Plate XAMAN XL Offline QR Code 5 Digit Key Generation Instructions  

The Ti Project will not be held liable for any user injury or mistake made while recording your recovery phrase onto any ARK Plate Product. 
 

 
1) To create a new XAMAN wallet using offline key generation, begin by rolling the included ten 

sided dice (D10) and record the resulting random numbers onto the illustration on the rear 
side of this page in the 5 DIGIT # column. Fill in all 8 groups of 5 digits before proceeding. 

2) Using the QR Code scanner in the XAMAN app, scan the QR code to the right of this text to 
open a special mode to manually input the 5 digit numbers you have just recorded on the rear 
of this page. Record all 8 groups of 5 digit numbers into the XAMAN app in the order you have 
written them down on the rear of this page. Confirm that all your numbers are correct and 
match the ones you manually created using your D10, and create your new wallet within the 
XAMAN app. 

3) Convert your 5 DIGIT #'s into dots on the illustration of your ARK Plate XAMAN XL to the right 
of your numbers. Confirm that all of your dots are correctly marked, in the right order, and that 
they match your 5 DIGIT # Columns corresponding numbers. 

4) Copy the dot pattern you have made on the illustration on the back of this page onto your 
physical ARK Plate XAMAN XL using the included marker. Confirm that all the dots you mark 
with your marker on your ARK Plate match their corresponding dots on the paper template. If 
you make a mistake with the marker, you can erase the permanent ink with rubbing alcohol on 
a cotton swab. 

5) Place your ARK Plate XAMAN XL on top of a hard, flat, and sturdy surface such as a kitchen table. We suggest placing a cutting board 
beneath the ARK Plate to prevent damage to the surface below. DO NOT place on glass, tile, or onto any fragile or unsupported surface. 
Vertically place the tip of the included Knurled Center Punch into a circle on your physical ARK Plate that you have marked with your 
marker. Use a hammer to lightly strike the back end of the punch to mark your selected dots. Center punch every dot you have marked 
with your marker. If you wish to deepen your marks, re-punch all the marks you have made previously. 

6) Once you have finished, do a reverse conversion of the dots on your physical ARK Plate XAMAN XL into their respective numbers on a 
blank piece of paper and confirm that they match your original recovery numbers. When recovering a 5 digit recovery number wallet, you 
will need to scan the above QR code to enter 5 digit mode to input your original recovery number. This is the same process you will follow 
to recover your recovery phrase in the event you lose access to your wallet. If your numbers do not match your original recovery numbers, 
you have made a mistake and your ARK Plate should not be considered valid for recovery purposes. To permanently destroy your ARK 
Plate, mark and center punch at least 3 more dots on each line at random. 

  



  



 


